THANK YOU FOR HOSTING A QUIZ OF THE WEEK
SUPPORTING KEECH HOSPICE CARE
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Aim for ten teams, each team
paying £50 to enter. Go for
tables of 4 to 6 players. Do
this and you’ve already made
£500! A top tip is too invite
about 60-80 people to get the
40 you need for a good size
quiz.

Thank you so much for becoming a quiz host hero.

Choose a great
venue. Most pu
bs
will love to give
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free space if your
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people will pack
out their pub.
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And Collection Buckets!

“Heads and tails game”. Everyone puts a £1 into a jar that wants
to play. Get the players to guess whether the flip of the coin will
be heads or tails by getting them to place their hands on their
heads or their bottoms. You then flip the coin and eliminate
contestants till there is only one standing. That person wins half
the money in the jar and you take the other half.

Please use this guide to help you easily raise £500+ for your
favourite charity. It’s a tried and tested format that has made
£10,000’s for good causes. Good luck!
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“Paper planes.” Co
ntestants
make paper planes
out of
bank notes. They
take it turns
to throw them. Th
e one that
flies the furthest
wins half the
money made of pl
anes lying
on the floor, the
other half to
the charity.

“Bowling for tedd
ies”. Get a
nice teddy for ever
yone to win.
Put him on the flo
or and get
players to roll £1
and £2 coins
up to the bear. Th
e nearest to
the bear wins him
and you take
the cash on the flo
or.
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Thanks for being a quiz hero and hosting a
quiz for your favourite charity!
Quiz of the Week is really easy to use.
Simply read out the questions and play the audio clips.
To access the audio clips, please contact us:
letmehelp@keech.org.uk

When you see a green puzzle piece,
these are good spots
to play some optional bonus games. See the end of this guide
for suggestions and remember to keep a note of bonus points
earned on the table to add to the teams total score at the end.

Now you’re ready, lets start the quiz!
1. Hand out the picture and answer sheets and
tell the audience to fill in their picture round
sheets in between the other rounds.
2. Introduce yourself and a bit about Keech
Hospice Care.
3. Start the quiz!

FIRST HALF!

1

THE BACK TO SCHOOL ROUND
1. You are about to be outsmarted by a school kid! Here is their question
for you <PLAY TRACK 1>
2. A GCSE English question: Spell the word PRONUNCIATION correctly.
3. A GCSE history question: Who was the second of Henry VIII’s wives to
be executed?
4. After school TV: Which kids tv presenter had a hit with
“Itsy Bitsy teenie weeney yellow polka dot bikini?”
5. Name this children’s TV show from the theme tune: <PLAY TRACK 02>

THE FAKE NEWS ROUND
Which of the following stories are real news and which are fake news?
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1. Real or Fake…. A man has invented an anti gravity desk. He claims working upside
down for 20 minutes per day increases blood to the brain and improves productivity.
2. Real or Fake…. For a charity tv sketch the cast of Downton Abbey will perform a
scene set in the future in outta space.
3. Real or Fake…. Disney are trying to build a theme park in Dartford. So potentially
you’ll be able to choose from Disneyland Florida, Disneyland Paris, or Disneyland
Dartford.
4. Real or Fake…. Some bosses are banning Linked in at work as staff are using it as a
dating app to chat other employees up!
5. Real or Fake…. Surfers in Australia have started an extreme version of the sport
daring each other to tow lumps of meat behind their boards to attract sharks.
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THE POP MUSIC ROUND

Instruct your players that there is half a point for the title and half a
point for the artist!
1. Name the 70s song and who is performing it? <PLAY TRACK 3>
2. Name the 80s song and who is performing it? <PLAY TRACK 4>
3. Name the 90s song and who is performing it? <PLAY TRACK 5>
4. Name the 00s song and who is performing it?: <PLAY TRACK 6>
5. Name the current song and who is performing it? <PLAY TRACK 7>
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THE SPORT ROUND
1. What city does the Spanish Formula 1 grand prix take place in?
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2. Who did Andy Murray beat to win Wimbledon for the first time?
3. How much to the nearest million did Newcastle untied pay for Alan Shearer
from Blackburn?
4. Which Olympic sport did Rebecca Adlington compete in?
5. In rugby league, what is the nickname of the Leeds team?

THE HOLE IN THE HEADLINE ROUND
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We will tell you the back story to the headlines, you then have to work out the tabloid
newspapers headline.
1. Residents have been warned to keep theIr ponds protected and chickens safe as otters
are attacking them. But what was the headline from the newspaper?....
“ _________ DEVISTATION ” (Clue: ONE word).
2. A grandmother has been left bruised after she got into a fight with a bunch of
nasty ally cats. But what was the headline from the newspaper?....
“ RESERVOIR ___________ (ONE word is missing).
3. A whale swims down the Thames into central London. But what was the headline from
the newspaper?
“CELEBRITY BIG_____________________” ( Clue: One word)
4. Pyongyang have conducted another nuclear test. But what was the headline from the
newspaper?
“HOW DO YOU SOLVE A PROBLEM LIKE _____________” (clue: One word)
5. Prince Charles revealed his bald spot when the wind caught his comb over whilst
watching a military parade. But what was the headline from the newspaper?....
“ ____________/ _____________DAY ” (Clue: TWO words).

END OF THE FIRST HALF
Instruct everyone on how long your break will be and
prepare for the second half.
You may want to play an extra fund-raising game here,
like Heads or Tails!
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THE TELEVISION ROUND
1. What is the name of the actor that plays Mrs Brown on the BBC?
2. In what TV show would you find a handsome character called Mr Big?
3. In the famous “Triggers broom” sketch in only fools and horses, how many new
handles and heads has triggers broom actually had?
4. Name this TV show from the theme tune <PLAY TRACK 8>
5. Name this TV show from the theme tune? <PLAY TRACK 9>

THE CELEBRITY ROUND
1.

What is the name of Katie Prices first husband?
2.

Which James Bond died in 2017?

3. What is the name of Cheryl and Liam Payne’s first baby?
4. What is the name of Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne’s eldest child?
5. What was Coleen Rooney’s maiden name?
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THE MOVIE ROUND
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1. Which movie is this famous music from? <PLAY TRACK 10>

2. 80’s movie question: What “M” was the name of the officer who became Robocop?
3. 90’s movie question: Dirk Diggler is a character from what 90s movie?
4. 00’s movie question: Name the movie from the synopsis: “The mummified body of Imhotep
is shipped to a museum in London, where he once again wakes and begins his campaign of rage
and terror.”
5. Current Movie question: The voice of Paddington is also the star of the recent James

Bond movies. What Character is he in Spectre?
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THE ROCK MUSIC ROUND

Instruct your players that there is half a point for the title and half a
point for the artist!
1. Name the 70s song and who is performing it? PLAY TRACK 11>
2. Name the 80s song and who is performing it? PLAY TRACK 12>
3. Name the 90s song and who is performing it? PLAY TRACK 13>
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4. Name the 00s song and who is performing it? PLAY TRACK 14>
5. Name the current song and who is performing it? PLAY TRACK 15>

THE CHARITY ROUND
Let’s find out how much you know about Keech Hospice!
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1. How much does it cost to run the Hospice each year?
2. Along with Milton Keynes and Bedfordshire which other area does Keech Hospice Care cover?
3. What is the name of the Keech Hospice Christmas train that goes out in December raising money?
4. Who designed the hospice’s new look garden and pond?
5. How much of Keech Hospice’s funding comes from the community?

THE TIE BREAKER!
We only use this question in the event of a draw
between the top two teams.
Q: How many points did Leicester win the
Premier league with in 2016?

END OF THE
SECOND HALF
Collect the quiz sheets and distribute them to the other
teams to mark and then read out the answers.
Ask your audience to make sure they put the total
score of both halves, PLUS the picture round score in
the box marked TOTAL score. This helps to speed up the
marking process.
Once all sheets are marked ask for them to be handed
to you so you can add the bonus points from the
optional rounds.

Announcing the winner:
1. Add up the final scores remembering to add the
optional bonus round scores if you did them.
2. If the top two or bottom two teams are tied on points,
use the tie breaker question to decide first and last place.
3. Announce the positions of the teams in REVERSE order.
You may have some teams in joint positions.
4. Thank everyone for coming and encourage them to put
up pictures on social media and encourage others to host a
quiz night!

ANSWERS
All answers are 1 point, except in the pop and rock music rounds as indicated
below. Other half point answers are at the host’s discretion.
The Picture round
1. Phillip Schofield
2. Lewis Hamilton
3. Homer Simpson
4. Newcastle
5. Number 7

R1: The Back to school round
1. A Nelson
2. SPELL- PRONUNCIATION
3. Kathryn Howard
4. Timmy Mallet
5. Going Live

R2: Fake News round.
1. Fake news
2. Fake news
3. Real news
4. Real news
5. Fake news

R3: Pop music round
*Half points title/artist
*1. Let’s get it on- Marvin Gaye
*2. In the air tonight- Phil Collins
*3. No diggity- Blackstreet
*4. Do it like a dude- Jessie J
*5. These days- Rudimental

R4: Sport round
1. Barcelona
2. Novak Djokovic
3. £15 million
4. Swimming
5. The Rhinos

R5: Hole in the headline round
1. Otter
2. Mogs
3. Blubber
4. Korea
5. Bad HEIR

R6: Television round
1. Brendon O’Carroll
2. Sex and the City
3. 17 heads, 14 handles
4. TFI Friday
5. Big Break

R7: Celebrity round
1. Peter Andre
2. Roger Moore
3. Bear
4. Aimee
5. McLoughlin

R8: Movie round
1. Jurassic Park
2. Murphy
3. Boogie Nights
4. The Mummy
5. Q

R9: Rock music round
*Half points title/artist
*1. Taking it easy- The Eagles
*2. Enter Sandman- Metallica
*3. Place your hands- Reef
*4. No Tomorrow- Orson
*5. Paper Crown- Liam Gallagher

R10: The charity round:
1. £5.7 million
2. Hertfordshire
3. Smiley Sam
4. Alan Titchamarsh
5. 70%

THE TIE BREAKER: You do not need to read the answer out to this question as there are no points available
for a correct answer. You only go to this question in the event of a draw between the top and bottom two
teams. The team with the closest answer wins:
THE ANSWER: 81 points

Set up pint glasses in a
triangle formation on a
table. Contestants have to
bounce the ball off the table
and try to get it into the
glasses. The back row of
glasses are worth 1 point,
middle row, 2 points and the
glass at the front on its own
3 points.
Select a member of your
team for one shot at the
glasses! If you get the ball in
you score points for your
team!

You will need: A ping pong
ball and pint glasses in the
below formation.

PING PONG FOR
POINTS!

THE BONUS ROUNDS!

Select a member of
your team to have 1
attempt at throwing
the bottle and getting
it to land standing up.
If they do it, they get a
bonus point!

The Bottle flip
You will need: A
plastic bottle full of
water

Ask a random question
and the first team
member to get their mum
or dad on the phone with
the correct answer wins a
bonus point

The Phone your mum or
dad round:
You will need: To
research a question and
someone’s mum or dad!

Choose a suitably dad like song
like “Do you think I’m sexy, or
sex bomb” and get the teams
to select one team member to
dance to it. The winner is the
dancer you think pulled off the
best moves! Give that team a
bonus point.

Dad dancing:
You will need: An up for it
crowd!

Each team must select two players to step up the dart board to play darts in the dark. One to throw a dart and one to guide
the thrower!
The dart thrower must be blindfolded; their team mate is there only to help them aim the dart.
A player from each team throws a single dart with the possibility to score up to 4 points for their team.
Imagine your dartboard is split into quarters- the top left section worth 1 point, top right 2 points, bottom right 3 points and
bottom left 4 points. You can either guestimate where the players dart lands, or to save arguments divide the board with
some string!

Blindfolded darts:
You will need: A dartboard and a blindfold

Set your pool table up with a full rack of balls. Get each team to send
one member to the table to hit one shot. How ever many balls they pot
off the break is the amount of bonus points you award them.
HOWEVER- If they pot the black off the break, their team loses a point!

The Biggest Break:
You will need: A pool table!

Make sure you add their bonus points before announcing the winners.

Make a note on the next sheet of teams scoring bonus points in the optional rounds.

BONUS POINTS TABLE
TEAM NAME

POINTS

TEAM NAME

POINTS

The Production of the music used in Quiz of the Week is licensed by Phonographic Performance
Limited
Not for sale or re-hire
Public performance of these records in the United Kingdom requires a licence from Phonographic
Performance Limited.
Quiz of the week © Do not reproduce.
For information contact:
Tel: 01525 851 681
TheQuizco.com
Twitter: @theQuizco
Facebook.com/QuizOTW
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ANAGRAM: Who is
the famous sports
star?

SHALLOW
ITEM IN

Which character has our
5 year old drawn?

2

Using the pictures,
guess the celebrity?

4

STEREOGRAM: Which
number can you see?

Name the city?
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COMPLETE THIS NOW!

THE PICTURE ROUND!

CONGRATULATIONS!
TEAM NAME

THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART AND CHOOSING
TO SUPPORT KEECH HOSPICE

QuizOTW
@TheQuizco
TheQuizco.com
01525 851 681
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